Glucose isotope, carbon recycling, and gluconeogenesis using [U-13C]glucose and mass isotopomer analysis.
Experimental determinations of glucose carbon recycling using 14C or 13C glucose tracer often underestimate true Cori cycle activity because of dilution and exchange of isotope tracer through the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. The term glucose isotope recycling therefore is used to distinguish recycling of isotope from recycling of glucose carbon, the actual quantity of circulating glucose recycled. Recently, per-labeled glucose ([U-13C6]glucose) has been used to estimate glucose appearance rate and glucose isotope recycling. Chemical structural information determined by mass isotopomer analysis has been used to correct for dilution of isotope through the TCA cycle. In this report, we present experiments in the study of glucose turnover and recycling using [U-13C6]glucose. Methods of single injection and continuous infusion of [U-13C6]glucose are compared. A formula for the calculation of a dilution factor using TCA cycle parameters is derived. In this study of six rabbits, glucose turnover rate ranged from 3.4 to 8.8 mg/kg/min, and glucose m + 3 mass isotopomer recycling from 7 to 12%. The rate of pyruvate carboxylation (Y) was comparable to that of citrate synthetase, having an average relative flux of 0.89. Applying the correction factor for tracer dilution to the observed mass isotopomer recycling, we determined glucose carbon recycling (or Cori cycle activity) to be 22-35% of hepatic glucose output.